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QUESTION 1

How should an application developer change values in the transition conditions for running process instances without
uninstalling the process? 

A. by updating activity instances using UPDATE...OBJECTS DQL 

B. by defining the transition using process parameters and setting the value during execution 

C. by basing the transition on a structured data type and modifying the XML 

D. by changing the value in the Transition tab of Process Builder and versioning the process template 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which process data type CANNOT be the destination of data mapping in the Process Data Mapping activity template? 

A. structured data type 

B. process variable 

C. process parameter 

D. package 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A system design calls for the possibility that a given user could be a member of 270 groups and roles. 

What should be changed to ensure maximum performance? 

A. Revise the database indexes and update index statistics on the dm_group_s and dm_group_r database tables. 

B. Configure the groups to be dynamic and non-nested. 

C. Modify the Content Server DM_GROUP_LIST_LIMIT parameter and restart the repository. 

D. Make the following change to the app.xml configuration file for TaskSpacE. true. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

What needs to be configured in PRS to design a report that displays multiple rows of data as a single summarized
result? 



A. report categories 

B. report aggregation 

C. computed columns 

D. entity filters 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The recovery period setting on the BAM server affects which server function? 

A. Alert Engine 

B. Gap Filler 

C. Purge jobs 

D. Format Engine 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An electronic form template is configured to store field values in repository attributes of a custom object type. A new
attribute is added to the object type and a text field is added to the form. 

What should be done to enable the new text field value to be stored in the new attribute? 

A. Change the data item name to the same name as the attribute. 

B. Re-generate the template from the object type. 

C. Use the Synchronize function in Forms Builder. 

D. Set the storage mapping. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

An application developer is creating a custom activity template. The developer defines a dm_method object, referenced
by the activity template, which invokes a Java class. What is required of the Java class invoked by the dm_method
object? 

A. extend WorkflowMethod 

B. implement IDfModule 



C. deploy as a JAR file 

D. access a TBO object 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

How can a manual activity be configured to push tasks to a specific user if they are not completed within thirty minutes? 

A. Define Post-Timer on the activity and set its value to thirty minutes Choose Notification action Select the recipient to
push the notification to 

B. Define Post-Timer on the activity and set its value to thirty minutes Choose Run JAVA Method action Select
dm_BPMReinitializeWQTask method 

C. Define Pre-Timer on the activity and set its value to thirty minutes Choose Run JAVA Method action Select
dm_BPMReinitializeWQTask method 

D. Define Post-Timer on the activity and set its value to thirty minutes Choose Delegate Task action Select the
performer 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Why is it necessary to add document types to the TaskSpace application configuration? 

A. to enable the configuration of selectors for these types 

B. to enable the search capabilities on these types 

C. to enable the configuration of document views for these types 

D. to enable the attachment of these types as process packages 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Consider the following information: 

According to EMC best practices, how can these business requirements be implemented? 

A. Implement a custom Item Validator and a custom Document Validator. 

B. Implement a custom Document Validator and a custom Document Processor. 

C. Use a StartWorkflowProcessor Document Processor to start a workflow to perform the logic. 

D. Implement a custom Document Processor to validate and modify the document. 



Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which xCP component is responsible for providing page serving and managing annotations on documents? 

A. Documentum Collaboration Services 

B. Documentum PDF Annotation Services 

C. Document Image Services 

D. TaskSpace 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which technique in Process Builder is used for pausing the parent process and then passing and reverting control back
from a child process? 

A. using the child process template and assigning values for supervisor and child process name 

B. assigning the next activity in the parent process to initiate the child process 

C. defining the next activity in the parent process based on an event triggered by the child process 

D. using the dm_SubProcessInvoke method in the parent auto activity to initiate the child process 

Correct Answer: C 
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